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OkCarz Details a Diversity of Used Ford Models for Used Car Shoppers

Central Florida Dealership Reviews Various Pre-Owned Ford Vehicles.

LAKELAND, Fla. (PRWEB) March 30, 2020 -- Car shoppers in the Central Florida area are encouraged to
consider a used Ford at OkCarz. As one of the world’s most famous brands, Ford offers a large array of models
for shoppers to select from. Since the list of vehicles is huge, OkCarz is helping shoppers research by reviewing
three unique and popular Ford models. The three Ford models being focused on are the Ford Fusion, Ford F-
150, and Ford Escape.

Designed for individuals and families alike, the used Ford Fusion is a midsize sedan with a big personality.
Spacious and powerful, the Fusion is a top pick among drivers searching for a reliable first car or an affordable
replacement. To research the used Ford Fusion, check out the model research page.

Those looking for more room will find the space needed in the used Ford Escape. Built to feel roomy and
modern, the Ford Escape is a crossover that will keep the whole family comfortable and safe. Advanced
technologies available in various Escape models will also keep young passengers occupied. Visit the used Ford
Escape model review here.

Last but certainly not least, the used Ford F-150 is one of America’s best-selling pickup trucks. Engineered to
be durable and muscular, the F-150 dominates the road and makes challenging tasks look easy. Drivers that
wish to tow, haul, or travel off-road can read more about the used Ford F-150 here.

OkCarz is located at 1200 W. Memorial Blvd. in Lakeland, Florida. Shoppers who wish to learn more about the
dealership or would like to browse the online inventory can do so at www.okcarz.com. Customers interested in
speaking with a sales representative are encouraged to contact the dealership directly at 863-904-2125.
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Contact Information
Mark Vallejo
OkCarz
http://www.okcarz.com
844-365-0100

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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